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Abstract

Federated Learning is a distributed model training approach having privacy preserving benefits. Under this machine learning approach, a number of devices will collaborate to train a learning model of interest without sharing their raw dataset. Instead, they share their local model parameters, and an aggregator such as a central multi-access edge computing (MEC) server will do the local parameters aggregation to build a global model. The global model is then broadcast back to the devices for the next round of local training, and the iterative process continues henceforth. However, in doing so, a key challenge is to ensure a number of active devices joining in the training process. In this work, we propose an incentive-based methodology to ensure active participation for federated learning, namely Crowd-FL. In particular, we characterize the impact of participation for a level of local accuracy and evaluate the learning performance against the random device selection approach as the baseline. To that end, we derive a utility maximization problem for incorporating participation and model training paradigm. Simulation results show that our proposed methodology will not only improve the average model accuracy, but also minimize the number of global communication rounds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Privacy concerns have been an important aspect to consider in designing training paradigms for various machine learning models. Recently, a distributed model training approach with privacy preserving benefits was proposed, namely Federated Learning [1]. In the general setting of federated learning, a number of devices collaborate to train a high-quality machine learning model of interest. In doing so, they communicate with a central server which acts as an aggregator to facilitate the global model building process. Within each round of communication with the MEC server, the devices do multiple rounds of local iterations over their raw dataset. Basically, the devices will adopt algorithms such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to train a local model. Then, the local model parameters are sent to the MEC server following various channel access techniques [13], [9], where they are aggregated to build a global model. Once done, the global model is broadcast back to the devices for running another phase of local iterations. Hence, the local model parameters are updated, again sent to the MEC server for the next round of aggregation. This iterative process continues henceforth.

In this regard, it has been evidently known that an increase in the number of devices will significantly improve the global model performance. Thus, first, a key challenge is to ensure a number of active devices joining in the training process. Second, numerous methodologies to efficiently handle the communication cost involved during model parameters exchanges has been studied [3], [2], [5]. However, delicate consideration in incorporating participation [8] and model training paradigm has been largely overlooked so far. Thus, to address this issue, we propose an incentive-based methodology to ensure active participation for federated learning, namely Crowd-FL. In particular, a crowd of appropriate clients are influenced to participate in the model training process with the offered reward rate. The incentive for participating would cover the incurred local computation cost and communication cost for the devices in the federated learning framework [7], [10]. Furthermore, we derive a utility maximization problem for incorporating participation and model training paradigm. The utility maximization problem characterizes the performance of federated learning model for a given global accuracy level. Subsequently, we relate it with available devices to train the model, and the impact of incentive mechanism on them. To validate the efficacy of proposed approach, we rely on a naive random device selection method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the system model and Section III explains the proposed Crowd-FL solution approach. Section IV shows simulation results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper with future work.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a set of devices $K \in \{1, 2, \ldots, K\}$ willing to solve a learning problem in the Crowd-FL. The devices are associated with a central server that performs local model parameters aggregation during the training of a high-quality global model in the federated learning setting. To that end, with the sample data $\{x_i, y_i\}$, a typical learning problem for an input sample vector $x_i$ (e.g., the pixels of an image) is to find the model parameter vector $w \in \mathbb{R}^d$ that characterizes the output $y_i$ (e.g., the labeled output of the image, such as the corresponding product names in a store) with a loss function $f_i(w)$. In this regard, some examples of loss functions...
include $f_i(w) = \frac{1}{2}(x_i^T w - y_i)^2, y_i \in \mathbb{R}$ for a linear regression problem and $f_i(w) = \max\{0, 1 - y_i x_i^T w\}, y_i \in \{-1, 1\}$ for support vector machines. The term $x_i^T w$ is often called a linear mapping function.

For each client $k$, the empirical risk with respect to $w$ on the local data set $D_k$ is

$$J_k(w) := \frac{1}{D_k} \sum_{i=1}^{D_k} f_i(w).$$

(1)

Then, we define the empirical risk with respect to $w$ on all distributed data samples as the finite-sum objective of the form

$$\min_{w \in \mathbb{R}^d} J(w) \text{ where } J(w) := \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{D_k}{D} \cdot J_k(w).$$

(2)

The objective for the set of devices in the federated learning framework is to find the optimal model parameter $w^*$ that solves the learning problem (2) without sharing their available raw dataset. In the next section, we propose a method to enable a set of devices for solving this finite-sum objective problem.

III. CROWD-FL SOLUTION APPROACH

In our proposed Crowd-FL solution approach, the MEC offers reward to the participating devices in the model training process. Then, the participating devices will solve the learning problem (2) in its dual form, i.e., exploiting the primal-dual structure to distributively solve the local subproblems [5]. In such distributed optimization framework, the increase in the number of devices to train the learning model will improve the model accuracy within smaller communication rounds. Note that, in each communication round (global iteration), the MEC will aggregate the local model parameters in the form of dual variables, just like the vanilla federated learning algorithm FedAvg [1]. In this regard, for any strongly convex objective function, we have [6]:

$$I_{global} = \nu \cdot \log\left(\frac{1}{1 - \Theta}\right),$$

(3)

where $\nu > 0$ is a constant, $c$ is the global model accuracy, and $\Theta$ is the relative accuracy at each device’s local subproblem characterized by the duality gap [7]. To that end, for a fixed global model accuracy $c$, the key performance indicator, i.e., the number of global iterations $I_{global}$ will depend on the local relative accuracy.

We characterize the improvement in the number of devices to train the global model with the offered reward rate in terms of the requirement for a value of $\Theta$ at each device. Here, the MEC evokes a number of devices to ensure a minimum level of $\Theta$ to improve the global model at an accuracy level. However, $\Theta$ and the possible influenced devices with the incentive plan are unknown. We then derive the optimal value of $\Theta$ for a number of training devices to analyze the improvement in the learning problem against random selection, and no guaranteed local accuracy. Consider a case where the devices solution to the local problem result is uniformly distributed $\Theta \in [\bar{\Theta}, \bar{\Theta}]$.

We consider a maximum number of global iterations is $t \in [1, T_{max}]$. Then, with $K$ devices available to join the training process with the offered reward rate, we have only a subset of subset of devices joining in based on their responses. This means, devices performing worse than $\bar{\Theta}$ will be removed.

The number of devices joining the process for a given time $t$ is $K(t) = K \cdot \left(\frac{\Theta(t) - \bar{\Theta}}{\bar{\Theta}}\right)$. Then, the MEC maximizes its utility with the known number of devices joining the training process as $U(t) + (1 - \Theta) \cdot K(t)$ such that $U(t) \equiv \gamma (1 - \eta(1 - \gamma t + \zeta)), \text{where } 0 < \gamma \leq 1$ is a coefficient, and $\eta, \zeta \leq 0$ are defined parameters that characterize the model performance in terms of global accuracy, as in [4]. Therefore, for a number of known $K(t)$, the utility maximization problem in a Crowd-FL framework is

$$\max_{\Theta(t)} \gamma \left(1 - \eta(1 - \gamma t + \zeta)\right) + (1 - \Theta(t)) \cdot K(t)$$

s.t. $\Theta \in [\Theta, \bar{\Theta}]$.

(4)

The problem in (4) is a convex problem whose solution can be obtained using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [11]. Following the KKT condition (details omitted for brevity), the optimal value of $\Theta$ should satisfy

$$K = \frac{\ln(10) \cdot (\gamma t) \cdot (1 - \eta(1 - \gamma t + \zeta)) \cdot (\Theta - \bar{\Theta})}{1 - 2\Theta(t) + \bar{\Theta}}.$$ 

(5)

Next, we adopt an iterative method to solve the problem in (5) [12], starting with an initial average guess on $\Theta$.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We set up the network for $K = 20$ devices where each device has a portion of the total MNIST dataset by the order of $1/K$, i.e., we consider for an i.i.d setting. Based upon the offered reward, an appropriate number of devices will participate, instead of randomly selected subset of devices, to give a baseline comparison for the model training process. Furthermore, the general learning settings is as follows: each participating client will run local iterations for a fixed number of epochs in one round of training. The number of local epoch is 5, batch size is 20, and the learning rate is 0.01 at each device. We then compare the average accuracy of the trained model with and without the proposed incentive mechanism. As in Fig. 1, we observe the improvement in the model accuracy with the proposed Crowd-FL solution approach. In particular, the proposed method attains 80% accuracy in nearly 40 global iterations while the conventional method takes it over 50 for the same. Subsequently, the proposed incentive mechanism based participation methodology will reduce the number of global iterations to maintain a certain accuracy level. In doing so, the communication cost to train a high quality model is considerably lower, proving the efficacy of the proposed mechanism.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have proposed an incentive-based methodology to ensure active participation for federated learning, namely Crowd-FL. In doing so, we have characterized the impact of participation for a level of local accuracy and evaluated the learning performance against the random device.
selection approach as the baseline. We have derived a utility maximization problem for incorporating participation and model training paradigm. In the simulation results, we have shown that our proposed methodology not only improves the average model accuracy, but also minimizes the number of global communication rounds.
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